Here it is shown that all path maps on a topological space X are continuous if and only if X is a quotient image of a locally path connected metric space. This characterization strengthens results of E. Bedford [1] .
Introduction. A function /:
A-> F between the topological spaces X and F is a path map if, whenever cr:/-^-A (/= [0, 1]) is a path in A, so is fa : I->-X a path in Y. E. Bedford studied path maps in [1] and established the following theorem. It is clear that X is Hausdorff and locally path connected. As an example of a discontinuous path map on X we offer the ordinary Riemann integral J. By dominated convergence, Fis sequentially continuous. Thus if a:I^-X is a path, Ja is sequentially continuous, thus a path.
2. Proofs. Recall that X is locally path connected if it has a basis of path connected open sets.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let all path maps on X be continuous. Denote by X1 the set of all paths I->-X and by Z the product set X1 x I. Define a metric d on Z by dHa,t),ia',t')) = l, if 0-7*0-',
With this metric Z becomes the topological sum of the spaces {o} x 7, where a:I->-X is a path. Consequently, Z is locally path connected, and the (onto) function/:Z-^Z defined by fia, z)=o"(/) is continuous. Hence, the proof will be completed iff is shown to be a quotient. To this end let g:X^-Yhe any function for which the composition g/is continuous. Then, by construction, g is easily seen to be a path map on X, thus continuous. 
